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Abstract
The movement of rods in an euclidean space can be described as a field theory on a principal
bundle. The dynamics of a rod is governed by partial differential equations that may have a
variational origin. If the corresponding smooth lagrangian density is invariant by some group
of transformations, there exist corresponding conserved Noether currents. Generally numerical
schemes dealing with PDEs fail to reflect these conservation properties.
We describe the main ingredients needed to create, from the smooth lagrangian density,
a variational principle for discrete motions of a discrete rod, with corresponding conserved
Noether currents. We describe all geometrical objects in terms of elements on the linear Atiyah
bundle, using a reduced forward difference operator. We show how this introduces a discrete
lagrangian density that models the discrete dynamics of a discrete rod. The presented tools are
general enough to represent a discretization of any variational theory in principal bundles, and
its simplicity allows to perform an iterative integration algorithm to compute the discrete rod
evolution in time, starting from any predefined configurations of all discrete rod elements at
initial times.
Keywords: Variational Integrator, Reduction, Discretization, Euler-Poincaré, Elastic Rods
I. Introduction
In the present work we shall follow the specific case of the dynamical equations of hyperelastic
rods as leitmotiv to report certain results concerning the discretization of variational principles in
principal bundles. These results were described by the authors in [10] and [11].
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Motivated by the large spreading of geometrical techniques that generate variational integrators
with good conservation properties in mechanical systems [5, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 26, 29, 30, 33,
32, 41, 36, 37, 39, 44, 45, 47], the question arises up to which point one may construct a category
of arbitrary discrete variational principles, with similar geometrical structures to existing smooth
counterparts, broad enough to include field theories and mechanics, with or without nonholonomic
constraints, and to admit geometrical considerations such as the notion of symmetry or the notion
of reduction by some group action. The prize for such a work is a discrete formalism, paralleling
the existing one of smooth variational principles, that are so common in physical theories. As
companion work to this construction of a discrete variational formalism, one should answer certain
questions concerning the elements contained in it. First of all if these elements may be related to
other objects that arise in the smooth variational formalisms, and what tools are needed to establish
such relations, in a nonlinear situation.
As a result we present here a successful approach to the discretization of a variational theory that
involves a field theory with several dependent and independent variables on arbitrary manifolds, in
a situation that includes non-trivial bundles with non-commutative groups of symmetries, where
a reduction procedure allows to describe critical fields through a system of partial differential
equations formulated for a reduced field. More precisely, we shall deal with a general problem of
Euler-Poincaré reduction for a field theory in a principal bundle [13, 14, 15], a common situation in
several scientific branches, like motion and control of mechanical systems [33, 32], elasticity[18, 19],
liquid crystal theory [27], Palatini gravity [7], and other gauge field theories. We show how to
formulate the discrete counterparts of the smooth elements present in the theory and in its reduction,
and present the needed objects that allow to relate smooth and discrete fields. The proposed
formalism differs from previous ones [12, 24, 34, 37] for its geometrical origin, independence of
trivialization choice and validity for any nontrivial principal bundle. Finally we shall describe an
algorithm that integrates the discrete partial difference equations that arise in the discrete reduced
formalism.
We shall assume on the reader a familiarity with the main geometrical tools of fiber bundle
theory and shall present elastic rod theories within this language. As a guiding reference for the
foundations of the geometrical theory of elastic bodies moving on space we shall follow the reference
[3], in particular chapter 8 (“Theory of rods deforming in space”). We denote by E3 the 3-dimensional
euclidean space and dE the corresponding euclidean distance function. We shall consider a body
B to be a set, whose elements α ∈ B we call material points or atoms of the body. There exists a
measure µ on B, determining the total mass µ(D) of measurable domains D ⊂ B. A configuration
of the body in E3 (or briefly a configuration) is any specific immersion p : B →֒ E3. It is convenient
to fix some (admissible) reference configuration p̂ : B →֒ E3 so that B may be identified as a certain
subset of points of the euclidean space. In many cases a topological, differential or metric structure
is fixed in the body and a certain subset of admissible immersions (that includes p̂) is chosen,
demanding that the immersion is a continuous, smooth or distance-preserving mapping. Dynamics
deals with time-evolution of such configurations, hence with trajectories p(t) determining some
(admissible) configuration for each time instant t ∈ T in a certain continuous time interval T ⊂ R.
In the case of bodies with a finite number N of atoms, the set of configurations can be identi-
fied with (E3)N , a smooth manifold with dimension 3N , and admissible configurations with some
submanifold. For such bodies a dynamical theory can be given with the usual tools of geometrical
mechanics (with holonomic or non-holonomic constraints) on this large-dimensional manifold. Dis-
cretization techniques available in geometrical mechanics can be used: a choice of a finite monotone
sequence of time events is given Jt = (tj)j∈J ⊂ R, indexed by some monotone mapping j 7→ tj
defined on elements j ∈ J of some interval J ⊂ Z of integer values. There arises a corresponding
theory on discrete trajectories (pt(j))j∈J , interpreted as approximations of p(tj) for some smooth
trajectory p(t) and monotone sequence (tj)j∈J . The discrete theory can be used to formulate al-
gorithms that use initial data to determine specific discrete trajectories (pt(j))j∈J , and to measure
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its error when considered as approximate values of p(tj), for the smooth evolution p(t) of the body.
However this specific mechanical theory is large-dimensional and, in the case of rods, does not
take advantage of the particular filament-like structure or the possibility to work with reduced
coordinates.
As mentioned, a rod is a particular kind of body with a filament-like structure: it admits a
partition into slices B = ⊔s∈SBs where s ∈ S is a real parameter ranging in a certain bounded
subset S ⊂ R. Such structure can be given, for example, using the reference configuration and a
particular function f on E3 (smooth one, or just with a discrete set of values, in the discrete case).
The slice Bs associated to a paramenter s is given by atoms whose reference configuration lies on
the level set f = s. In the case of rods with a finite number of atoms we may assume that the
rod structure is given by some finite set of slices that can be ordered in a finite monotone sequence
Is = {s1 < s2 < . . . < sm} ⊂ R, indexed by a mapping i ∈ I 7→ si ∈ S for some bounded interval
I ⊆ Z of integer values, and that each slice is a nonempty finite set with ni = ♯Bsi atoms (a
monomer with ni atoms, if the body is seen as a polymer). In this case the body has N =
∑
i∈I ni
atoms, and configurations form a manifold with dimension 3N .
In rod theory only a certain (nonempty) subset of configurations p : B → E3 shall be considered
as admissible. Apart from smoothness of the configuration (when the body has a smooth structure),
a reasonable specific way to restrict our family of configurations arises when each slice is assumed
to be rigid, that is, each slice Bs is endowed with a distance function ds : Bs × Bs → R, and the
only admissible configurations are p : B →֒ E3 such that dE(p(α), p(α˜)) = ds(α, α˜) for each pair of
atoms sharing the same slice α, α˜ ∈ Bs. In this way we fix a subset of configurations. Admissible
configurations p can be seen as sequences (ps)s∈S of isometric immersions ps : Bs →֒ E
3, for each
slice, into euclidean space. Such mappings p : s 7→ ps can be defined geometrically as sections of a
bundle π : P → S (that is, π ◦ p = IdS):
Definition I.1 For a fixed rod (Bs, ds)s∈S , we call bundle of admissible rod configurations the
bundle π : P → S, where the fiber at s ∈ S is the manifold Ps of isometric immersions ps ∈
Isom(Bs,E3). The space of such sections is denoted by Γ(P ). For a given interval T ⊂ R we call
bundle of admissible rod motions in time T the bundle P × T → S × T . Each fiber Ps (or Ps,t) is
called the space of admissible configurations of a slice Bs (at time t).
For the particular case of homogeneous rods we may assume that all slices Bs to be identical,
that is, there exists a body S (the model slice) with metric structure, and a canonical isometrical
identification S ≃ Bs, so that B = S×I, Ps = Isom(S,E3). In this case the bundle of configurations
is P = I × Isom(S,E3), a trivial bundle with fiber Isom(S,E3).
Motions of any rod are determined then as trajectories t ∈ T 7→ p(t) ∈ Γ(P ), or equivalently, as
sections (s, t) 7→ (ps(t))s∈S of the bundle P × T → S × T .
There exists a left action λ : G × Ps → Ps of the euclidean group of rigid motions G =
Isom(E3,E3) on each fiber of the bundle of admissible rod configurations or motions, by composition
λ(g, ps) = g ◦ ps, and consequently an action on the sections of these bundles: ps(t) 7→ g ◦ ps(t)
If we fix an euclidean referential on E3, we may represent its points by corresponding homo-
geneous coordinates ri : E3 → R, normalized so that r4 = 1, in this case each point p ∈ E3 can
be represented by a matrix (ri)i=1...4 ∈ M4×1(R) with r4 = 1. Also using the referential, any
euclidean motion g ∈ G is determined by a matrix C =
[
A b
0 1
]
where A ∈ SO(3), b ∈ M3×1(R)
and the action is matrix product: λ(g, p) ∈ E3 has normalized homogeneous coordinates r˜i given
by r˜ = C · r ∈M4×1(R).
A slice configuration ps ∈ Ps is determined by a matrix rs = (riα)
i=1,2,3,4
α∈Bs
∈ M4×ni(R) with all
values 1 on the lower row. If g ∈ G is represented by a matrix C, then λ(g, p) is represented by the
matrix product C · rs
3
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We assume all slices to be oriented 3-dimensional bodies, that is, there really exists an isometric
immersion ps : Bs →֒ E
3 and the isotropy group of a configuration ps is trivial (we mean there
is no isometry on the euclidean space that acts as identity on ps(Bs), unless it is the identity
Id: E3 → E3). In this case the action of the group G on the bundle P is free, proper action and
the bundle projector π : P → S is identified with the quotient mapping πG : P → P/G. The bundle
of admissible rod configurations is then a principal G-bundle. The same holds for the bundle of
admissible rod motions π : P ×T → S×T . Dynamics of rods deforming in space is then a particular
case of field theories on a principal G-bundle.
II. Variational Field theories on principal G-bundles
We begin with the foundations of jet and connection bundles [43]. For any smooth bundle π : Y → X
the linear morphism dπ : TY → π∗TX is surjective and its null-space determines a sub-bundle
ker dπ = V Y ⊆ TY and an exact sequence of morphisms of vector bundles on Y :
0→ V Y →֒ TY → π∗TX → 0 (1)
Splittings of this sequence (vector bundle morphisms J : π∗TX → TY such that dπ ◦ J = IdTX)
are called connections on the bundle π : Y → X . Choosing such a splitting is the same as choosing
a subspace Hy ⊂ TyY with Hy ⊕ VyY = TyY , at each point y ∈ Y .
Linear morphisms π∗TX → TY are sections of the vector bundle π∗T ∗X ⊗ TY → Y . The
condition of being a splitting is linear and splittings are sections of an affine sub-bundle JY ⊂
π∗T ∗X ⊗ TY , modeled on the vector bundle π∗T ∗X ⊗ V Y . The bundle πJ : JY → Y is called the
bundle of connections associated to π : Y → X .
For any fibered morphism f : Y → Z between two bundles on X , the mapping 1⊗df : π∗T ∗X⊗
TY → π∗T ∗X ⊗ TZ transforms elements in JY into elements in JZ and defines a mapping
jf : JY → JZ. In particular π : Y → X determines jπ : JY → JX ≃ X , called the first jet bundle
associated to π : Y → X . Locally defined sections y : X → Y of π induce sections jy : X → JY
of jπ, called jet extensions of y. Each element jxy ∈ (JY )x is always the value at x of some jet
extension jy for some locally defined section y : X → Y , and any pair y, y˜ determine the same
element jxy if and only its values and its differentials coincide at the point x ∈ X . The bundle
JY is then the natural space to define first order partial differential equations or to give first order
lagrangian functions, which is the central element to state some variational principle.
In variational formalism of field theories on a bundle π : Y → X on some n-dimensional manifold
X [28], lagrangian densities are horizontal n-forms on the jet bundle, that is, differential n-forms
on JY that vanish when applied to any tangent vector vertical for the projection jπ : JY → X .
Such densities can be written as L·volX , for some choice of volume form volX ∈ Ωn(X) on X . The
function L : JY → R is called the Lagrangian. For any compact domain K ⊂ X the lagrangian
density LvolX determines an action functional LK , defined on sections y ∈ Γ(K,Y ) with domain
K:
LK(y) =
∫
K
(L ◦ jy)volX (2)
If (yǫ)0≤ǫ≤ǫmax ⊂ Γ(K,Y ) is a smooth variation of a section y0 ∈ Γ(K,Y ) defined on the domain
K, and using the chain rule we have the expression for the first derivative of LK(yǫ):(
d
dǫ
)
0
LK(yǫ) =
∫
K
〈dvy0L, jδy0〉volX , δy0 =
(
d
dǫ
)
0
yǫ ∈ Γ(y
∗
0V Y )
where dL ∈ Γ(T ∗(JY )) determines dvy0L ∈ Γ((jy0)
∗V ∗(JY )) using the restriction to the section jy0
and the restriction to V (JY ) ⊂ T (JY ), where 〈·, ·〉 represents the duality product with elements
in Γ((jy0)
∗V (JY )), and where δy0 ∈ Γ((y0)
∗V Y ) 7→ jδy0 ∈ Γ((jy0)
∗V (JY )) represents the jet
extension of vector fields induced by the jet extension y ∈ Γ(Y ) 7→ jy ∈ Γ(JY ) of sections.
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Definition II.1 For any local section y : U → Y of the bundle π : Y → X, we call differential at y
of the action functional L, associated to a lagrangian density LvolX , the linear functional:
dyL : δy ∈ Γ
c(y∗V Y ) 7→
∫
U
〈dvy0L, jδy〉volX ∈ R (3)
where the subspace Γc(y∗V Y ) is given by all sections of the bundle y∗V Y → U whose support is a
compact subset K ⊂ U .
We may formulate different variational principles with differential constraints on a fibred man-
ifold π : Y → X (see [22]). For the case of the fixed boundary variational principle, an admissible
local field y ∈ Γ(Y ) is called critical for the variational problem if dyL vanishes on the space of
admissible infinitesimal variations Γc(y∗V Y ). Criticality is then equivalent to the annihilation of
the Euler-Lagrange tensor EL(y) ∈ Γ(y∗V ∗Y ), that for the case volX = dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn takes the
classical form:
EL(y) =
(
∂L
∂yi
(jy)−
d
dxν
(
∂L
∂yiν
(jy)
))
dyi ∈ Γ(y∗V ∗Y ) (4)
the appearance of (d/dxν) in an object depending on jy shows that equations EL(y) = 0 represent
a system of second order partial differential equations on the unknown y ∈ Γ(Y ).
For a different choice of admissible infinitesimal variations, however, critical sections can be
characterized by a different system of partial differential equations. This is, for example, the case of
the Euler-Poincaré equations in the case of gauge field theories invariant by the action of a certain
group [44, 21, 15].
i. Ehresmann’s gauge groupoid
Consider a principal G-bundle π : P → X with left-action λ : G× P → P (also denoted by λg(p) =
λ(g, p) = gp). We may identify elements x ∈ X with π-fibers Px = π−1(x) or with G-orbitsG·p ⊂ P .
This action induces corresponding actions (λ× Id) on π∗TX , dλ on TP , and its restriction to V P .
Splittings for (1) that covariate with these actions are called principal connections on the principal
bundle π : P → X . Hence principal connections can be seen as splittings of the following exact
sequence of vector bundle morphisms:
0→ V P/G →֒ TP/G→ TX → 0
The bundle πAt = AtP = TP/G → X is called Atiyah’s vector bundle [4] associated to P . Its
sections can be identified with vector fields on P that are invariant for the action λ on vector fields of
P . The bundle πAd = AdP = V P/G→ X is a vector sub-bundle of Atiyah’s bundle, the null-space
of dπ, called adjoint vector bundle, its sections are vertical λ-invariant vector fields on P . This
exact sequence is called Atiyah’s sequence. Its splittings can be seen as sections χ of T ∗X ⊗ AtP
such that dπ ◦ χ = IdTX . Thus these splittings are sections of the affine bundle CP ⊂ T ∗X ⊗AtP
described by linear equations dπ ◦χ = IdTX . This affine bundle πCP : CP→ P is modeled over the
vector bundle T ∗X ⊗ V P .
We must observe that the projection to P and the quotient mapping πG determine vector bundle
isomorphisms V P = P ×X AdP , TP = P ×X AtP , π∗TX = P ×X TX . Moreover the action λ on
each bundle V P , TP , π∗TX can be seen as the action λ× 1 on each of these fibered products. Any
splitting χ of Atiyah’s sequence determines IdP ×χ, a splitting of (1), and this splitting covariates
with the actions induced by λ. Hence any splitting χ of Atiyah’s sequence determines a connection
J on π : P → X that covariates with λ, what we call a principal connection. Conversely, connections
J that covariate with λ factor by the quotient mappings πG and determine a splitting χ of Atiyah’s
sequence. The affine bundle πCP : CP→ P is called the bundle of principal connections associated
to the principal G-bundle P .
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In the discretization of field theories a natural object used as discrete counterpart of the tangent
bundle πTY : TY → Y is the pair bundle π0 : (y0, y1) ∈ Y × Y 7→ y0 ∈ Y . In fact, the π0-vertical
space of this bundle at a point (y, y) ∈ Y × Y has a natural identification V π0(y,y)(Y × Y ) ≃ TyY .
The discretization may then use a difference operator, a bundle morphism ∆: Y × Y → TY that
generates a difference ∆(y0, y1) ∈ Ty0Y of two points in a nonlinear manifold [1, 2, 40]. This linear
object is then more appropriate for the application of classical numerical methods. When we work
with principal G-bundles and reduce by the action, the natural gauge-independent tangent space
is Atiyah’s bundle AtP = TP/G, and the natural gauge-independent jet space is the bundle of
principal connections JP/G = CP ⊂ T ∗X ⊗AtP . If P × P is used as discrete counterpart of JP
we would also like to consider (P × P )/G as discrete counterpart of CP.
Being for any x ∈ X the action on the fiber Px free and transitive, for any pair of elements
px, p˜x ∈ Px on the same fiber there exists a unique group element g ∈ G such that gpx = p˜x. We
call this group element the group difference p˜xp
−1
x of both configurations. This determines on the
fibered product P×XP a group difference mapping (px, p˜x) ∈ Px×Px 7→ p˜xp−1x ∈ G. This mapping
however doesn’t determine the difference of two arbitrary configurations (p, p˜) ∈ P × P when they
do not share the fiber.
For any specific fiber x ∈ X we may consider the set of G-covariant mappings ψ : Px → P whose
domain is the single fiber Px ⊂ P associated to x. Considering all possible fibers, we have a new
bundle π¯0 : EndP → X , whose fiber at x0 is:
(EndP )x0 = {ψ : Px0 → P domain a single fiber, ψ ◦ λ = λ ◦ (IdG×ψ)}
Giving a section ψ : X → EndP of this bundle is the same as giving a bundle morphism ψ : P → P
that is G-covariant, that is, an endomorphism of G-bundles from P to itself, fibered over some
mapping X → X , not necessarily the identity.
As the fibers on P coincide with the G-orbits, the image of any such fiber-to-fiber endomorphism
is a whole single fiber and there exists a target mapping π¯1 : ψ ∈ (EndP )x0 7→ π¯1(ψ) = x1 ∈ X
defined by Px1 = Imgψ. We get a pair of projectors π¯0 : ψ 7→ x0 and π¯1 : ψ 7→ x1 (source and target
mappings on EndP ). It is clear that we may compose any pair of elements ψ, ψ˜ if π¯0(ψ) = π¯1(ψ˜),
and the composition ψ◦ψ˜ has source π¯0(ψ˜) and target π¯1(ψ). The set EndP carries then a groupoid
structure, with composition as product and (π¯0, π¯1) : EndP → X ×X as anchor mapping (see [6]
for introductory material on groupoids). This groupoid is also know as Gauge groupoid. However
to avoid confusion with the group of gauge transformations, we prefer to denote it as Ehresmann’s
bundle [20].
The groupoid (π¯0, π¯1) : EndP → X×X has a natural groupoid action on the bundle π : P → X
by ac(ψ, p) = ψ(p) whenever π(p) = π¯0(ψ). For notational simplicity, the groupoid action acψ : p 7→
ψ(p) shall be denoted by p 7→ pψ, so that commutation with λg may be stated as (gp)ψ = g(pψ).
We denote then the composition ψ ◦ ψ˜ as ψ˜ψ. With this notation:
p(ψψ˜) = (pψ)ψ˜ pψ = p˜⇔ p = p˜ψ−1
Also the groupoid EndP has the induced groupoid action on V P (but not on TP !), which comutes
with the natural action of G, determining so a natural action ψ 7→ Adψ of the groupoid EndP by
linear automorphisms on the vector bundle πAd : AdP = (V P )/G→ X
There exists a natural projection P × P → EndP (the gauge difference mapping) transforming
a pair (p, p˜) into the unique G-covariant transformation ψ defined on the G-orbit Gp and such
that ψ(p) = p˜. Namely, ψ(p0) = (p0p
−1)p˜ for each p0 ∈ Gp. Taking into account the notation
ψ(p0) = p0ψ, we denote this transformation by ψ = p
−1p˜. For this projection the fiber of a single
element ψ ∈ EndP is a G-orbit on P × P by the diagonal action (λg × λg)(p, p˜) = (gp, gp˜). Hence
(π¯0, π¯1) : EndP → X × X can be naturally identified as the quotient space (P × P )/G with the
mapping induced on the quotient from (π0, π1) = π × π : P × P → X × X . The gauge difference
6
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mapping (p, p˜) ∈ P × P 7→ p−1p˜ ∈ EndP is the quotient morphism πG : P × P → (P × P )/G
expressed in terms of this identification.
The restriction of Ehresmann’s bundle to the diagonal d1 = (Id, Id) : P →֒ P × P is the Gauge
group bundle πGau : GauP → X (defined as GauP = (d1)∗ EndP , that contains only elements
ψ ∈ EndP such that π¯0(ψ) = π¯1(ψ)). This is a group bundle (each of its fibers is a Lie group)
and contains the identity section Id : P → GauP . It can be defined also as the quotient bundle
π¯ : (P ×X P )/G → X for the bundle P ×X P = (π × π)−1(d1X) → X , considering the diagonal
d1X ⊂ X×X . Moverover, the Lie algebra of each fiber GauPx can be identified with the Lie algebra
of G-invariant vertical vector fields, which is the fiber of the adjoint bundle AdPx.
In the case of the bundle of discrete rod configurations P → S with discrete set of slices S = Is,
for two consecutive slice configurations p0, p1 (at fibers s0 < s1 ∈ S), the element p
−1
0 p1 ∈ EndP
can be seen as a determination of the relative position of the configurations of a pair of slices,
where by relative position we mean that it remains the same when one applies the same euclidean
motion on both slices at the same time. In the case that a reference configuration p̂ is fixed on each
slice, such a relative position ψ can be seen as ψ = pˆ−10 gpˆ1 for some g = (p̂0ψ)p̂
−1
1 ∈ G, however
this euclidean space motion would depend on the particular reference choice, it represents a rigid
motion on E3 transforming an orthonormal frame attached to the slice configuration p̂0(Bs0) ⊂ E
3
into another one attached to the slice configuration p̂1(Bs1) ⊂ E
3. The element ψ ∈ EndP should
not be mistaken with an euclidean motion g ∈ G, because this representation depends on the
reference configuration choice.
Also πG : P ×P → (P ×P )/G = EndP determines the commutative diagram of exact sequences
of vector bundles on EndP :
0 // Sym 

//
0

(π¯0, π¯1)
∗(AtP ⊕AtP )
dπ⊕dπ

dπG
// T EndP
d(π¯0,π¯1)

// 0
0 // 0 

// (π¯0, π¯1)
∗(TX ⊕ TX)
Id
// (π¯0, π¯1)
∗(TX ⊕ TX) // 0
(5)
where for each ψ ∈ EndPx0,x1 the kernel is Symψ = {(A0, A1) ∈ AdPx0 ⊕ AdPx1 : Adψ(A0) =
A1} ⊆ (π¯0, π¯1)∗(AdP ⊕AdP ) ⊆ (π¯0, π¯1)∗(AtP ⊕AtP )
As a consequence we have identifications for the subspaces of π¯0 or π¯1-vertical tangent vectors,
V π¯0 EndP = (π¯∗0 AdP ⊕ π¯
∗
1 AtP )/Sym ≃ π¯
∗
1 AtP
V π¯1 EndP = (π¯∗0 AtP ⊕ π¯
∗
1 AdP )/Sym ≃ π¯
∗
0 AtP
(6)
(called target and source trivialisations), while for V (π¯0,π¯1) EndP both trivialisations exist, allowing
two interpretations V (π¯0,π¯1) EndP ≃ π¯∗0 AdP or V
(π¯0,π¯1) EndP ≃ π¯∗1 AdP , related one to another
by (ψ,A0) ∈ π¯∗0 AdP ≃ (ψ,−Adψ(A0)) ∈ π¯
∗
1 AdP , where Adψ : AdPπ¯0(ψ) → AdPπ¯1(ψ) is the
linear morphism induced by ψ : Pπ¯0(ψ) → Pπ¯1(ψ)
ii. Reduced field theories on principal bundles
The natural projections πJ and π
G determine an isomorphism πJ × πG : JP → P ×X CP, and the
action jλ on JP is identified by this isomorphism with the action λ × IdCP. For the particular
case of a principal G-bundle, giving a lagrangian function L : JP → R is equivalent to giving a
function ℓ : (p, χ) ∈ P ×X CP → ℓ(p, χ) ∈ R, that we call the trivialized form of the Lagrangian.
If the Lagrangian is invariant by the action of some closed sub-group H ⊆ G, this function can be
expressed as ℓ¯(Hp, χ) for some function ℓ¯ : P/H ×X CP, a function that is called the H-reduced
Lagrangian associated to L.
An element in P/H is an H-orbit. Sections of the bundle P/H → X can be identified with
sub-bundles Q ⊂ P where H acts transitively, sub H-bundles of P also called H-structures on the
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principal G-bundle P . The bundle P/H → X is therefore called the bundle of H-structures and
denoted by πHStr : HStr → X . We also observe that π
H : P → P/H = HStr itself has a natural
structure of principal H-bundle (though on a base manifold that is not X). We shall denote this
principal bundle as PHStr (the same bundle space P , but a fibration on HStr instead of X , and
with structure group H ⊆ G). When computing the partial derivatives (components in HStr and
in CP) of the differential dℓ¯ we must take into account that the natural projection πH : P → HStr
determines a commutative diagram of exact sequences of vector bundles on HStr:
0 // AdPHStr


//
0

π∗HStr AtP
dπ

dπH
// THStr
dπHStr

// 0
0 // 0 

// π∗HStrTX
Id
// π∗HStrTX
// 0
(7)
where PHStr stands for the principal H-bundle πH : P → HStr, whose πH -vertical H-invariant
vector fields on any orbit Hp ∈ HStr naturally extend to a π-vertical G-invariant vector field on
the whole orbit Gp ∈ P/G = X , defining the immersion AdPHStr →֒ π∗HStrAdP ⊂ π
∗
HStr AtP .
In particular the bundle of πHStr-vertical vectors V
πHStrHStr → HStr can be identified with
π∗HStr AdP/AdP
HStr.
Finally we also observe that the groupoid (π¯0, π¯1) : EndP → X ×X has a groupoid action on
πHStr : HStr → X , defined by acψ : Hp ∈ HStrx0 7→ Hpψ ∈ HStrx1 whenever π(p) = π¯0(ψ) = x0,
π¯1(ψ) = x1.
Any H-invariant lagrangian L on JP is determined by some H-reduced Lagrangian ℓ¯ on
HStr×XCP. Critical sections for L are characterized by the annihilation EL(p) = 0 ∈ Γ(p∗V ∗P ) of
the Euler-Lagrange tensor (4). We may use the identification V P ≃ P ×X AdP to identify p∗V P
with AdP , for any field p ∈ Γ(P ). Thus the Euler-Lagrange tensor EL(p) ∈ Γ(p∗V ∗P ) of a smooth
Lagrangian L can be expressed as ELAd(p) ∈ Γ(Ad∗ P ), the trivialized form of this tensor. In the
particular case of a Lagrangian L obtained from an H-reduced Lagrangian ℓ, Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions for a section p ∈ Γ(P ) for the Lagrangian L become equivalent to a system of Euler-Poincaré
equations for the reduced field (q, χ) ∈ Γ(HStr × CP) determined by q = Hp ∈ P/H = HStr,
χ = G(jp) ∈ JP/G = CP:
Theorem II.1 ([15]) Let π : P → X be a principal G-bundle on a manifold X with volume element
volX . Let H ⊆ G be a closed subgroup, and denote by πH : JP → HStr×XCP the natural quotient
morphism. Let ℓ¯ : HStr×XCP→ R be an H-reduced lagrangian function and L = ℓ¯ ◦ π
H : JP → R
the associated lagrangian function.
For any local field p ∈ Γ(P ), and for the induced local H-reduced field πH ◦ jp = (q, χ) ∈
Γ(HStr×XCP) there holds
Curvχ = 0, dχq = 0 (8)
that is, the induced principal connection χ is flat (the curvature vanishes) and the H-structure is
χ-parallel. Moreover, the following are equivalent:
1. The local field p is critical for the variational problem with fixed boundary variations and
lagrangian function L.
2. The local field p ∈ Γ(P ) satisfies the system of Euler-Lagrange equations 0 = EL(p) for
L : JP → R, where EL(p) is described by (4).
3. The local H-reduced field is critical for a constrained variational problem described on HStr×XCP
by the constraints (8) and 0-order lagrangian function ℓ¯ : HStr×XCP→ R.
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4. The local H-reduced field (q, χ) ∈ Γ(HStr×XCP) satisfies the system of Euler-Poincaré equa-
tions 0 = EP(q, χ) for ℓ¯ : HStr×XCP→ R, where EP(q, χ) is described by:
EP(q, χ) = divχ
(
∂ℓ¯
∂χ
(q, χ)
)
− P∗q
(
∂ℓ¯
∂q
(q, χ)
)
∈ Γ(Ad∗ P )
In this result ∂ℓ¯/∂χ ∈ Γ(χ∗V ∗CP) ≃ Γ(Ad∗ P ⊗ TX) (recall that CP is an affine bundle on
T ∗X ⊗ AdP ), ∂ℓ¯/∂q ∈ Γ((AdP/q∗AdPHStr)∗) (recall that q∗V HStr ≃ AdP/q∗AdPHStr), P∗q
is the natural immersion Γ((AdP/q∗AdPHStr)∗) ⊂ Γ(Ad∗ P ) as the subspace of linear forms
that vanish on q∗AdPHStr ⊂ AdP , and finally the divergence operator divχ : Γ(Ad
∗ P ⊗ TX) →
Γ(Ad∗ P ) associated to χ represents the differential operator adjoint to dχ, in the sense:
divχ(θ)⊗ volX = d
χ (iθvolX)
here iθvolX stands for the AdP -valued differential (n− 1)-form obtained by contraction of θ with
the volume element X and dχ stands for the covariant differential on alternating forms with values
on AdP and on Ad∗ P obtained as extension of dχ : Γ(AdP )→ Γ(AdP⊗T ∗X). We should observe
that the flatness and parallelism conditions appearing in this theorem are necessary and sufficient
condition for the section (q, χ) to be the πH -projection of some local section p ∈ Γ(P ) (we also say
that p is a representation of the field (q, χ) in terms of potentials).
As a remark we should indicate that we use the natural identification (JP )/H ≃ HStr×XCP,
as used in [15]. An alternative method [21] to describe the reduced space takes an specific principal
connection on the bundle PH to establish the identification (JP )/H = J(P/H)×HStr(T
∗X ⊗
AdPH). Therefore, in a noncanonical way, depending on a connection choice, one hasHStr×XCP ≃
JHStr×HStr(T ∗X ⊗AdPH) (fibered product of bundles over HStr). With the situation described
in [15] one assumes that the configuration bundle is a principal G-bundle, and considers a subgroup
H ⊂ G of symmetries for the Lagrangian. The other choice [21] needs not to assume that P → X is
a principal bundle, only that there is a symmetry group H with a proper, free action on the fibers
and inducing the principal H-bundle PH → HStr = P/H , using then some choice of principal
connection on PH to perform the reduction.
Considering now the bundle π : P → X ⊂ R2 of admissible rod motions, in the hyperelastic case
its dynamics is given by some trivialized Lagrangian with three components ℓ¯ = Σ − Ω − ω. The
kinetic-energy component can be written as Σ(p, χ) = 12‖τ − τˆ (x)‖
2
K , where τ = 〈χ, ∂/∂t〉 ∈ AtP ,
it satisfies dπ(τ) = ∂/∂t ∈ TX , and determines a squared distance ‖τ − τˆ‖K when compared with
a reference element τˆ ∈ (dπ)−1(∂/∂t) ⊂ AtP , using some positive-definite metric K on the vector
bundle AdP . The strain-energy component can be written as Ω(p, χ) = 12‖σ − σˆ(x)‖
2
W where
σ = 〈χ, ∂/∂s〉 ∈ AtP also satisfies dπ(σ) = ∂/∂s ∈ TX , and we have some positive-definite metric
W on AdP and a fixed σˆ ∈ (dπ)−1(∂/∂s) ⊂ AtP . Finally the potential-energy component can
be written as ω(Hp) where Hp = πHp(p, χ) is determined using the natural projection πHp : p ∈
P ×X CP 7→ Hp ∈ P/H and ω is some smooth function on HStr.
ℓ¯(Hp, χ) =
1
2
‖τ − τˆ‖2K −
1
2
‖σ − σˆ‖2W − ω(Hp), τ = 〈χ, ∂/∂t〉, σ = 〈χ, ∂/∂s〉 (9)
Let us observe again that the definition of the kinetic and strain energy components of the hyper-
elastic rod reduced lagrangian density rely on the choice of two sections σˆ, τˆ of Atiyah’s bundle
that project to ∂/∂s, ∂/∂t respectively. Equivalently, this implies a choice χˆ = ds ⊗ σˆ + dt⊗ τˆ of
a principal connection. The hyperelastic rod Lagrangian is characterized by a connection χˆ that
describes the minimum energy configuration, a function ω that describes the potential of field forces
acting on reduced configurations, and two positive-definite metrics K,W on AdP that represent
respectively the inertial and elastic properties (both linear and angular ones) of the rod.
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III. Discrete bundle theory on simplicial complexes
A discrete bundle is a smooth bundle πd : Yd → V on a set V (that is, V is a 0-dimensional
manifold with discrete topology and all fibers Ydv = π
−1
d (v) are nonempty smooth manifolds). A
section (ydv)v∈V shall be called a discrete field or field of vertex configurations. When we interpret
V as a 0-dimensional, totally disconnected manifold, we directly obtain a notion of vertical bundle
πV Yd : V Yd → Yd (whose fiber at ydv ∈ Ydv is the tangent space TydvYdv of the fiber). Observe that
the fiber associated to any element ydv is open and closed in Yd, therefore taking the tangent space
of the whole manifold Yd or of the fiber Ydv is the same TydvYd = VydvYd = TydvYdv. In the case of
discrete bundles we shall use the notion of vertical bundle and always avoid the notion of tangent
bundle (because both of them are coincident).
Moreover the notion of tangent space of the base manifold becomes trivial (the tangent space
of a 0-dimensional manifold V is a bundle with trivial fiber {0}) and with the smooth notion of
lagrangian density (an horizontal n-form), any lagrangian density would be null. As a consequence
smooth action functionals are identically zero and the whole smooth variational theory is trivial
for discrete bundles. We may however define a discrete counterpart of variational principles for the
case of discrete fields (sections of a bundle on a discrete space).
A common situation where discrete fields are considered is the discretization of a mechanical
system described by trajectories q(t) (hence sections of Q × T → T for some time interval T ⊂ R
and configuration space Q) [16, 17, 22, 30, 31, 40, 41, 36, 38, 39]. In this case dynamics is governed
by some variational principle given through a lagrangian density L(t, q(t), q˙(t))dt. To discretise
this theory we fix a grid of time points t0 < t1 < . . . < tk, an immersion t : J → T from a
discrete interval J ⊂ Z into T ⊂ R, and we consider sequences (qj)j∈J as approximate values for
q(tj), where q(t) is a smooth trajectory. Hence discrete trajectories can be seen as sections of the
discrete bundle Q × J → J . The action functional L : q(t) 7→
∫
T
L(t, q(t), q˙(t))dt on an interval
T ⊂ R is approximated through
∑
(j,j+1)∈J1 Lj(qj , qj+1) · hj where J
1 is the family of edges (pairs
of consecutive elements (j, j + 1)) in the discrete segment J and hj is the length of the interval
[tj , tj+1]. The discrete lagrangian function Lj(qj , qj+1) · hj is assumed to be a good approximation
for
∫
[tj ,tj+1]
L(t, q(t), q˙(t))dt. Taking for example Q to be an affine space, a simple quadrature
rule leads to the family of functions Lj(qj , qj+1) · hj = L(tj , qj ,
qj+1−qj
hj
) · hj , determined from the
immersion t, the smooth Lagrangian L, and a linear structure on Q. A necessary condition for a
discrete trajectory to be critical for this action functional is:
D2Lj−1(qj−1, qj)hj−1 +D1Lj(qj , qj+1)hj = 0
known as discrete Euler-Lagrange equations associated to the lagrangian density (Ljhj)(j,j+1)∈J1 .
HereD1, D2 stand for the two partial derivatives, that is, the two components of dL = (D1L,D2L) ∈
T ∗Q⊕ T ∗Q.
These discretization techniques use two fundamental assumptions: a topological notion of in-
tervals (j, j +1) ∈ J1 determined by neighboring discrete temporal events is needed to formulate a
variational principle on discrete trajectories. On the other hand some immersion t : J →֒ T together
with a mechanism to compute differences qj+1− qj of any pair of configurations are not essential to
the formulation of a discrete variational principle but are needed if we want to formulate a discrete
counterpart of a smooth lagrangian density. In the same manner also in the variational formula-
tion of discrete field theories a certain topological structure will be needed for the formulation of a
discrete variational principle. Additional structures can be used to obtain discrete principles using
some smooth lagrangian density.
The formulation of an action functional and of a discrete variational principle, that in the
smooth case is obtained by integration of a horizontal volume form (lagrangian density) along the
jet extension of a section, should be introduced by other means in discrete field theories. On a
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discrete space V a notion of integration can be achieved if we endow this space with a cellular
complex structure [8, 9]. With this structure, densities may be viewed as co-chains, integration
domains as chains, and integration of a density on a domain as the natural pairing of a chain with a
co-chain. We shall next introduce a particular model of discrete space, the notion of n-dimensional
abstract simplicial complex.
Definition III.1 For any set V we denote by V ×n the product of n+ 1 copies of the set. Ordered
sequences (v0, . . . , vn) ∈ V ×n without repeated terms shall be called (ordered) abstract n-dimensional
simplices on V .
We call abstract n-dimensional simplicial complex structure on a set V any choice of a subset of
abstract n-dimensional simplices V n ⊂ V ×n, that we call set of (ordered) facets of the simplicial
complex. Any subsequence (preserving the order) α ⊆ β with r + 1 elements of a facet β ∈ V n is
called r-dimensional simplex of the simplicial complex. The set of r-dimensional simplices of the
simplicial complex is denoted by V r ⊂ V ×r. The disjoint union V = V 0⊔V 1⊔ . . .⊔V n is called the
set of simplices of the simplicial complex. Elements in V 1 are called edges of the simplicial complex,
and elements in V 0 are called vertices of the simplicial complex.
Observe that any of the terms v ∈ V of a given simplex α ∈ V r in the simplicial complex is
necessarily a vertex v ∈ V 0 of the simplicial complex. There is no problem to assume that the
simplicial complex structure is constructed on the set V = V 0.
Definition III.2 On the space of simplices V there exists a natural topology: We say a simplex
α ∈ V is adherent to a simplex β ∈ V and write α ≺ β if α is a subsequence of β. Whenever α is
adherent to β, we shall say that β contains α.
We call closure ClK ⊂ V 0 of a subset of cells K ⊂ V the set of all vertices adherent to some
α ∈ K.
We call star StarnK ⊂ V
n of a subset of cells K ⊂ V the set of all facets containing some α ∈ K.
For any subset of facets K ⊂ V n we call interior vertex v any vertex for which Starnv ⊂ K holds.
We call exterior vertex any vertex for which Starnv ∩ K = ∅. We call boundary vertex any vertex
that is not interior or exterior. Correspondingly, the set of interior, exterior and frontier vertices
are denoted by IntK, ExtK, FrK.
We say the simplicial complex is locally finite if the star of any of its vertices v ∈ V 0 is a finite
set of facets.
As the closure of a finite subset is a finite subset of vertices, if the simplicial complex is locally
finite, also the star of a finite subset is a finite subset of facets.
For any integer 0 ≤ k ≤ r there exists a projector πk : V ×r → V , whose restriction to V r
shall be denoted by πk : V
r → V . For any r and any monotone integer sequence k = (0 ≤ k0 <
k1 < . . . < ks ≤ r) there exists a corresponding projection (πk0 , . . . , πks) : V
r → V ×s, whose image
is in V s, therefore defining projectors πk : V
r → V s. For each α ≺ β ∈ V r we call k(α, β) the
unique monotone sequence k = (0 ≤ k0 < k1 < . . . < ks ≤ r) such that πk(β) = α (uniqueness of
this sequence k(α, β) is ensured by the condition of non-repeated vertices that was assumed in the
definition of abstract simplex). If β = (v0, v1, . . . , vr) and k(α, β) = (0 ≤ k0 < k1 < . . . < ks ≤ r)
then α = (vk0 , vk1 , . . . , vks).
Consider a simplicial complex V modeled on the set of vertices V 0 = V . Consider any discrete
bundle πd : Yd → V on these vertices. We call space of r-dimensional simplex configurations the
bundle πrd : Y
r
d → V
r obtained as the restriction of π×rd : Y
×r
d → V
×r to the set of r-dimensional
simplices V r ⊂ V ×r. There exist obvious projectors πk : Y rd → Y
s
d for any monotone interger
sequence k = (0 ≤ k0 < k1 < . . . < ks ≤ r), with the property πsd ◦ πk = πk ◦ π
r
d. For any α ≺ β we
denote πβα : Y
r
dβ → Y
s
dα the restriction to Y
r
dβ of the projector πk with k = k(α, β).
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Definition III.3 For any discrete bundle πd : Yd → V on the space of vertices of an n-dimensional
simplicial complex V, we call discrete jet bundle the bundle jπd = π
n
d : JYd = Y
n
d → V
n. Any of its
elements is called a facet configuration or a discrete jet.
A discrete jet of the bundle πd : Yd → V is then a specific choice of facet β = (v0, v1, . . . , vn) ∈
V n, together with a sequence (y0, y1, . . . yn) of configurations yk ∈ Ydvk on each of its adher-
ent vertices vk = πk(β). Using the discrete bundles π
∗
kYd → V
n determined by the projector
πk : V
n → V , the discrete jet bundle JYd can be seen as the fibered product (over V
n) of the
bundles π∗0Yd, π
∗
1Yd, . . . , π
∗
nYd. Using the projections to each component πk : JYd → Yd we may
then state V JYd =
⊕n
k=0 π
∗
kV Yd obtaining immersions ik : π
∗
kV Yd →֒ V JYd.
For any section yd ∈ Γ(Yd), we call jet extension jyd = ynd ∈ Γ(JYd) the section whose compo-
nents are (yd ◦ πk) ∈ Γ(π∗kYd). In a similar way, for any vertical field δyd ∈ Γ(y
∗
dV Yd) defined along
a section yd, we call jet extension jδyd = δy
n
d ∈ Γ((jyd)
∗V JYd) the section whose components are
(δyd ◦ πk).
Definition III.4 We call discrete lagrangian density any smooth function Ld : JYd → R on the
discrete jet bundle. A discrete lagrangian density determines then a family of smooth functions
Ldβ : JYdβ = Ydv0 × Ydv1 × . . .× Ydvn → R, one for each facet β = (v0, v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V
n.
We denote by dkLd ∈ Γ(π
∗
kV
∗Yd) the corresponding components of its differential dLd, using the
inclusion ik : π
∗
kV Yd →֒ V JYd.
Definition III.5 Consider a discrete lagrangian density Ld : JYd → R defined for a discrete bundle
πd : Yd → V on the space of vertices V of an n-dimensional locally finite simplicial complex V. We
call action functional associated to Ld and to any domain (finite family of facets K ⊂ V n) the
following:
LK(yd) =
∑
β∈K
Ldβ(jydβ)
defined for sections yd ∈ Γ(ClK,Yd).
As ClK contains a finite number of vertices, Γ(ClK,Yd) =
∏
v∈ClK Ydv is a finite-dimensional
manifold. The differential of LK can be decomposed as a direct sum of components, each associated
to a vertex v ∈ ClK. A specific element of this manifold is a critical point for the smooth function
LK precisely when:
0 =
∑
β∈K∩Starnv
d
k(v,β)
jydβ
Ldβ ∈ V
∗
yd(v)
Yd, ∀v ∈ ClK
however the functional LK may not be bounded, this condition is usually too strong and critical
points in this sense may not exist. In the case of vertices interior to K, we know that Starnv ⊂ K
therefore a weaker necessary condition is:
0 = ELdv(yd) =
∑
β∈Starnv
d
k(v,β)
jydβ
Ldβ ∈ V
∗
yd(v)
Yd, ∀v ∈ IntK (10)
In this case we say the point is critical for LK for fixed boundary variations (variations vanishing
at the boundary FrK). The section ELd(yd) ∈ Γ(y∗dV
∗Yd) is a discrete analogue to (4) and is
called the Euler-Lagrange tensor associated to the discrete lagrangian density Ld and discrete field
yd ∈ Γ(Yd).
Any vertical vector field D ∈ Γ(Yd, V Yd) on Yd determines a corresponding vector field D×n =
(D, . . . , D) on Y ×nd . Its restriction to JYd ⊂ Y
×n
d shall be denoted by jD, and called extension of
D to the discrete jet bundle JYd.
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Definition III.6 We say D ∈ Γ(Yd, V Yd) is an infinitesimal symmetry for a discrete lagrangian
density Ld : JYd → R if jD(Ld) = 0.
Considering the value of jD(Ld) at jydβ for any discrete field and any facet, we have
(jD(Ld)) (jydβ) =
∑
v≺β
〈d
k(v,β)
jydβ
Ldβ, D(ydv)〉
which vanishes if D is an infinitesimal symmetry.
Definition III.7 Consider a discrete bundle Yd → V on the set of vertices of an n-dimensional
simplicial complex, a discrete Lagrangian Ld : JYd → V n, and any finite domain K ⊂ V n. We call
discrete Noether current µdK(yd) ∈ Γ(y
∗
dV
∗Yd) associated to K and to some discrete field yd ∈ Γ(Yd)
the section given, at any vertex v, as:
(µdK(yd)) (v) =
∑
β∈K∩Starnv
d
k(v,β)
jydβ
Ldβ
We observe that µdK(yd) vanishes at v ∈ ExtK (because K ∩ Star
n
v = ∅). Moreover if the discrete
field yd is critical it also vanishes at v ∈ IntK (because K ∩ Star
n
v = Star
n
v and the definition of
µdK(yd) at v in this case is coincident with ELdv(yd)). The discrete Noether current associated
to a finite domain K and a critical discrete field yd has support on FrK. There is a natural
bilinear product (integration on the boundary) 〈µ, δyd〉 =
∑
v∈FrK〈µ(v), δyd(v)〉 ∈ R for sections
µ ∈ Γ(FrK, y∗dV
∗Yd) and δyd ∈ Γ(y∗dV Yd) that determines a real value, called total Noether current
associated to δyd ∈ Γ(y∗dV Yd).
Theorem III.1 (Discrete Noether conservation law) If µdK(yd) ∈ Γ(y∗dV
∗Yd) is the discrete
Noether current associated to K and to some critical discrete field yd ∈ Γ(Yd) and δyd = D ◦ yd ∈
Γ(y∗dV Yd) is the restriction to yd of an infinitesimal symmetry D ∈ Γ(Yd, V Yd) of the discrete
Lagrangian Ld, then the total Noether current associated to δyd vanishes.
PROOF:
As D is an infinitesimal symmetry, for each facet β ∈ V n, we know that jDβ is incident with dLdβ.
We get 0 =
∑
v≺β〈d
k(v,β)
jydβ
Ldβ, D(yd(v))〉. Addition of this expression on all facets β ∈ K leads to:
0 =
∑
β∈K
∑
v≺β
〈d
k(v,β)
jydβ
Ldβ, D(yd(v))〉 =
∑
v∈ClK
∑
β∈K∩Starnv
〈d
k(v,β)
jydβ
Ldβ, D(yd(v))〉 =
=
∑
v∈ClK
〈µdK(yd)(v), D ◦ yd(v)〉 =
∑
v∈FrK
〈µdK(yd)(v), D ◦ yd(v)〉
the last equality because the Noether current has support FrK if we know that yd is critical.
The bilinear product that computes the total current is the addition at all vertices v ∈ FrK
of the real values 〈µdK(yd)(v), δyd(v)〉, and may be seen as the integration of a density on the
boundary of the domain K. This represents a discrete analogue of Noether’s conservation principle
for currents determined from a vertical infinitesimal symmetry of a smooth lagrangian density.
Remark III.1 The Euler-Lagrange tensor or Noether current associated to some discrete La-
grangian are created here in an independent way from what is done for a smooth Lagrangian. In the
case that we generate discrete Lagrangians from a smooth one, certain questions arise, namely, as-
suming that there is a measure of error for a discrete field when it is considered as approximation of
a smooth field (for fields on Yd compared to fields on Y , fields on V Yd compared to fields on V Y and
so on), one may ask if there exists any bound for the corresponding error of the value of the discrete
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action functional on the discrete field, with respect to the value of the smooth action functional on
the smooth field, and similar questions arise for the corresponding smooth/discrete Euler-Lagrange
tensors or conserved Noether currents associated to symmetries. In particular, formulating this last
question one assumes that the discretization procedure transforms smooth Lagrangians with known
infinitesimal symmetry D into discrete Lagrangians that have the same infinitesimal symmetry.
Dealing with these issues, in their presentation of discrete mechanics, Marsden and West [39]
defined an exact discrete Lagrangian LEd associated to any smooth Lagrangian L. They observed
that if another discrete Lagrangian Ld approximates the exact discrete Lagrangian to order p, then
the corresponding discrete Hamiltonian flow that solves the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations, is
order p accurate when used as a one-step numerical scheme to approximate smooth solutions of
Euler-Lagrange equations. Leok and Shingel [35] develop a systematic method to construct discrete
lagrangians (and variational principles) from smooth Lagrangians in mechanics, using a choice of
a numerical quadrature formula, together with a choice of a finite-dimensional function space or a
one-step numerical scheme. The order of the quadrature formula and numerical scheme determines
the order of accuracy and momentum-conservation properties of the associated variational integra-
tors. A systematic study is done for the case of covariant Lagrangian densities on a Lie group,
using the exponential mapping, or the Cayley transform on SO(3) as retraction mapping (the latter
improves the computational cost, keeping the order of accuracy), and fixing an arbitrary quadrature
rule with several nodes. In [46] it is suggested that this variational error analysis may be extended
to discrete field theories, and that one may develop general techniques for constructing variational
integrators for field theories, extending in this way the theory of variational error analysis intro-
duced by [39] and explored in [35], among others. Moreover [46] also remarks that a corresponding
theory of variational error analysis for the discretization of field theories may also rely on a deeper
understanding of the associated boundary Lagrangians and how they serve as generating functionals
for multisymplectic relations.
Following this order of ideas, it makes sense the to explore the possibility to discretise a smooth
lagrangian density when we fix a numerical cubature rule to approximate integrals in n-dimensional
domains and fix a one-step numerical scheme to approximate solutions of certain partial differential
equations. The order of accuracy of both tools should be reflected into the order of precision of
discrete critical fields of the discretised variational principle when used as approximation of the
smooth critical fields of the smooth variational principle. Such a comparison should be performed
using the exact discrete Lagrangian as reference. That is, discrete fields that are critical for any
discretised Lagrangian should be compared to discrete fields that are critical for the exact discrete
Lagrangian, and these should be compared to smooth fields that are critical for the original smooth
variational principle.
In the remaining we explore the mentioned possibility, in a framework that respects symmetries
and reduction processes, but don’t elaborate the corresponding error analysis, which demands tools
on order of precision for cubature rules and numerical schemes for PDEs that are off-topic for our
present objectives.
We enter now the particular case of a discrete principal G-bundle and determine a trivialization
of this bundle in terms of discrete connections, in a similar way as was discussed for the smooth
principal bundles.
Observe that any discrete bundle morphism f : Yd → Zd from the bundle Yd → V to the bundle
Zd → V (projecting as IdV on V ) determines f×r : Y
×r
d → Z
×r
d , whose restriction to Y
r
d is a bundle
morphism f r : Y rd → Z
r
d (projecting as Id on V
r). In particular, when the group G acts on Yd by
λg : Yd → Yd, it also acts on each bundle Y rd using λ
r
g.
Consider a discrete principal G-bundle πd : Pd → V . From this discrete bundle, using V as
a 0-dimensional manifold, there exists a corresponding notion of adjoint bundle πdAd : AdPd =
V Pd/G → V , and Gauge bundle πdGau : GauPd → V . In particular, there still holds V Pd ≃
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Pd ×V AdPd and hence the discrete Euler-Lagrange tensor ELd or discrete Noether currents µdK
can be expressed as sections ELAdd , µ
Ad
dK of Ad
∗ Pd using the identification p
∗
dV Pd ≃ AdPd.
However, as the base manifold is a totally disconnected 0-dimensional manifold, the notions of
tangent bundle and Atiyah bundle coincide with the vertical and adjoint bundles. In a similar way
the notions of jet bundle and connection bundle, in the sense of the smooth category, would be
trivial bundles.
Moreover, the classical notion of Ehresmann bundle as EndPd = (Pd×Pd)/G includes too many
fiber-to-fiber endomorphisms that may not be compatible with the set V 1 of edges present in our
simplicial complex structure.
Definition III.8 For a discrete principal G-bundle πd : Pd → V on the space of vertices of an
n-dimensional simplicial complex, consider the extended bundle on edges π1d : P
1
d → V
1 and the
extended bundle on facets πnd : P
n
d → V
n.
We call discrete bundle of connections the quotient bundle πdCP = π¯
n
d : CPd = (JPd)/G→ V
n of
the bundle of facet configurations (discrete jet bundle), by the action group G. Any of its elements
is called a discrete connection element.
We call Ehresmann discrete bundle the quotient bundle πdEnd = π¯
1
d : End
1 Pd = P
1
d /G → V
1 of
the bundle of edge configurations, by the action group G. Any of its elements is called a discrete
parallel transport along a given edge.
Ehresmann’s discrete bundle is a groupoid bundle with projectors π¯0 = π0 ◦ π¯1d, π¯1 = π1 ◦ π¯
1
d. There
exists a natural groupoid action on Pd, on V Pd, on AdPd and on GauPd.
Projectors π0k : JPd → P 1d factor as π¯0k : CPd → End
1 Pd. For any discrete connection G(jpβ) ∈
JPdβ/G on a facet β ∈ V n the images by π¯0k (k = 1 . . . n) are fiber-to-fiber endomorphisms, all
with the common source π0(β) and different targets πk(β). That is, the image by (π¯0k)k=1,...,n of
any element in CPdβ with β = (v0, v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V n lies in:
Endn Pdβ = {(ψ1, . . . , ψn) : π¯0(ψk) = v0, π¯1(ψk) = vk, ∀k} ⊂ (End
1 Pd)
×n−1
This space determines a bundle πdCP : End
n Pd → V n, that can be identified with CPd = JPd/G
using (π¯01, . . . , π¯0n). The projector π¯d0 = π0 ◦ πCPd : End
n Pd → V shall be called the source
mapping on CPd or on End
n Pd.
A discrete connection can be seen both as a G-orbit of a sequence (p0, p1, . . . , pn) of configu-
rations for all vertices in a facet (v0, v1, . . . , vn) or as a sequence (ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψn) of fiber-to-fiber
endomorphisms sharing a common source vertex v0 that, together with all target vertices (v1, . . . , vn)
determine a facet (v0, v1, . . . , vn) of the simplicial complex.
For any ordered pair k = (0 ≤ k0 < k1 ≤ n) the projector πk : JPd → P 1d factors as
π¯k : CPd → End
1 Pd. Moreover, for jpβ = (p0, p1, . . . , pn) we observe that πk1k2(jpβ) = p
−1
k1
pk2 =(
p−10 pk1
)−1 (
p−10 pk2
)
= π0k2(jpβ) ◦ (π0k1 (jpβ))
−1. Knowledge of the components π0k(jpβ) leads to
the remaining components πk1k2(jpβ). Hence for the identification CPd ≃ End
n Pd, the projectors
π¯k1k2 are simply π¯k1k2(ψ1, . . . , ψn) = ψ
−1
k1
ψk2 = ψk2 ◦ ψ
−1
k1
, which is valid even for the case k1 = 0,
taking the convention ψ0 = Id ∈ GauPdv0 .
Definition III.9 Consider πd : Pd → V and the projector π0 : V n → V . We call trivialization of
the discrete jet bundle JPd → V n the morphism:
(π0, π¯01 ◦ π
G, . . . , π¯0n ◦ π
G) : JPd → π
∗
0Pd ×V n End
n Pd
This represents an isomorphism of discrete bundles on V n. The action λng with this discretization
behaves as the identity on all Ehresmann’s components and as λg on the first component Pd. As a
consequence, JPd/H ≃ π∗0HStr×V n End
n Pd.
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The trivialization of the discrete jet bundle allows, for a discrete principal bundle, to represent
any discrete Lagrangian Ld : JPd → R as a function ℓd : JPd → π
∗
0Pd ×V n End
n Pd → R, a func-
tion ℓd(p0, ψ1, . . . , ψn) that we call the trivialized discrete Lagrangian. If the discrete Lagrangian
is invariant by the action of the closed subgroup H ⊆ G then it determines a reduced discrete
Lagrangian ℓ¯d(Hp0, ψ1, . . . , ψn) on the reduced jet space JPd/H ≃ π∗0HStrd ×V n End
n Pd, where
HStrd = Pd/H .
Definition III.10 Consider a discrete principal G-bundle πd : Pd → V and a closed subgroup
H ⊆ G. We call bundle of H-reduced discrete jet configurations πdRJP : RJPd → V n the fibered
product π∗0HStr ×V n End
n Pd. There exists a natural identification JPd/H ≃ RJPd. There exist
projectors π¯0 : RJPd → HStrd, π¯0k : RJPd → π∗0 End
1 Pd, determining components rjp
0
β ∈ HStrd
and rjp0kβ ∈ End
1 Pd for any reduced configuration rjpd ∈ RJPd.
Using the source trivialisation to identify V EndPd ≃ π¯∗d0AdPd (in this case π¯d0 : EndPd → V
the source mapping) and V HStrd ≃ π∗dHStrAdPd/AdP
HStr
d we get an identification
V (RJPd) ≃ π¯
∗
0
(
π∗dHStr AdPd/AdP
HStr
d
)
⊕
n⊕
k=1
π¯∗d0AdPd
where π¯d0 : RJPd → V represents the source mapping and π¯0 : RJPd → HStrd the projection to
the first component.
Using the identification of the dual of a direct sum as the direct sum of duals, and the dual of a
quotient space E/F as a subspace of linear functions ω ∈ E∗ that are incident with F , we get, for
any reduced discrete jet rjpβ = (q0, ψ1, . . . , ψn) the immersion:
V ∗rjpβ (RJPd) ⊆
⊕
i=0,...,n
Ad∗ Pdv0
as the subspace of elements (ω0, ω1, . . . , ωn) with ω0 ∈ Ad
∗ Pdv0 incident to AdP
HStr
dq0
⊂ AdPdv0
As a consequence, and considering the source mapping π¯d0 : RJPd → V , there exists a natural
immersion:
V ∗(RJPd) ⊂
n⊕
i=0
π¯∗d0AdPd
where the fiber at (q0, ψ1, . . . , ψn) ∈ RJPd is characterized by sequences (ω0, ω1, . . . , ωn) in Ad
∗ Pdv0
whose first term ω0 vanishes on AdP
HStr
dq0
⊂ AdPdv0 .
Definition III.11 Consider a (discrete Lagrangian) function ℓ¯d on the bundle of H-reduced dis-
crete jets π¯0 : RJPd → V . Consider the immersion V ∗(RJPd) ⊂
⊕n
i=0 π¯
∗
d0AdPd determined by
the source trivialisation of the vertical bundle V EndPd. We denote by (∂
0ℓ¯d, ∂
01ℓ¯d, . . . , ∂
0nℓ¯d)
the corresponding n + 1 components of the differential dℓ¯d. All these components are sections of
π¯∗d0Ad
∗ Pd
Theorem III.2 If Ld : JPd → R is a discrete Lagrangian Ld = ℓ¯d ◦ πH determined by some H-
reduced discrete Lagrangian ℓ¯(q0, ψ1, . . . , ψn) on RJPd, then the associated discrete Euler-Lagrange
tensor ELd(pd) ∈ Γ(p∗dV
∗Pd) associated to Ld and any section pd ∈ Γ(Pd) is identified by p∗dV
∗Pd ≃
π∗d AdPd with its trivialized version:
ELAddv (pd) =
∑
π0(β)=v
∂0rjdβ ℓ¯β +
n∑
i=1
∑
π0(β)=v
∂0irjdβ ℓ¯β −
n∑
i=1
∑
πi(β)=v
Ad∗rj0i
dβ
∂0irjdβ ℓ¯β ∈ Ad
∗ Pdv (11)
where rjd ∈ Γ(RJPd) is the natural extension of pd ∈ Γ(Pd), with components rj
0
dβ ∈ HStrdv0 ,
rj0kdβ ∈ End
1 Pdv0vk and Ad
∗
ψ : Ad
∗ Pdπ¯0ψ → Ad
∗ Pdπ¯1ψ is the transpose linear morphism correspond-
ing to Adψ−1 : AdPdπ¯1ψ → AdPdπ¯0ψ, induced on vertical vector fields by ψ
−1 : Pdπ¯1ψ → Pdπ¯0ψ.
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This result shows that in order to solve the system of discrete Euler-Poincaré equations we may
choose to work with reduced fields instead of working with “potentials” (fields pd ∈ Γ(Pd))
Definition III.12 For a discrete principal G-bundle πd : Pd → V and a closed subgroup H ⊆ G
we call H-reduced discrete field any pair (qd, ψd) formed by a section qd ∈ Γ(HStrd) of the discrete
bundle of H-structures and a section ψd ∈ Γ(End
1 Pd) of the discrete Ehresmann bundle.
Any section ψd ∈ Γ(End
1 Pd) is determined if we give discrete parallel transports along each edge
α ∈ V 1, and shall be called a discrete connection. We may observe that any discrete field pd ∈ Γ(Pd)
determines an H-reduced discrete field, given as qdv = Hpdv for each v ∈ V , and a discrete
connection, given as ψdv0v1 = p
−1
dv0
pdv1 ∈ End
1 Pdv0v1 for each (v0, v1) ∈ V
1. If (qd, ψd) is an H-
reduced field obtained from some globally defined field pd ∈ Γ(Pd), then its components always
satisfy ψdv0v1ψdv1v2 = ψdv0v2 and qdv0ψdv0v1 = qdv1 , when (v0, v1), (v1, v2), (v0, v2) ∈ V
1. We say
then that the discrete connection ψd ∈ Γ(End
1 Pd) is flat and that the discrete H-structure qd is
ψd-parallel.
In a similar way as in the condition of admissibility (8) appearing in the variational principle
for reduced variables in theorem II.1, we may define for the discrete case:
Definition III.13 An H-reduced field (qd, ψd) ∈ Γ(HStrd)×Γ(End
1 Pd) is called admissible if the
discrete connection component ψd is flat:
ψdv0v1ψdv1v2 = ψdv0v2 ∀(v0, v1), (v1, v2), (v0, v2) ∈ V
1 (12)
and the discrete H-structure component qd is ψd-parallel:
qdv0ψdv0v1 = qdv1 ∀(v0, v1) ∈ V
1 (13)
We already know that discrete fields pd always lead to H-reduced fields (qd, ψd) that are admissible.
A local converse is also true: an admissible H-reduced field (qd, ψd) is locally determined by some
discrete field pd. More precisely, for any facet β, it is possible to give a section pd ∈ Γ(Clβ, Pd) that
projects to qd ∈ Γ(Clβ,HStrd) and ψd ∈ Γ((Clβ)1,End
1 Pd). For this it suffices to choose the source
vertex π0(β) = v, choose an arbitrary element pdv0 ∈ qdv0 ⊂ Pdv0 (recall that elements qdv ∈ HStrd
are H-orbits contained in Pd), and define pdvk = pdv0ψdv0vk for the remaining vertices vk = πk(β).
By definition this pd projects to HStrdv0 as qdv0 , to End
1 Pdv0vk as ψdv0vk . The condition of flatness
ensures that pd also projects to End
1 Pdvjvk as ψdvjvk , for each of the remaining edges α ≺ β, and
the condition of parallelism ensures that pd also projects to HStrdvk as qdvk . The global equivalence
of admissible H-reduced fields and fields obtained by reduction of a potential field pd is a question
whose answer depends on the topological structure of the principal bundle (this remark is valid
both in the smooth and in the discrete formulations).
The fibered product of n copies of π0 : V
1 → V can be seen as a subset in V ×n, given by
sequences (v0, v1, . . . , vn) such that each (v0, vk) ∈ V 1. The bundle End
n Pd → V ×n can be seen
as the fibered product (End1 Pd)
×V n−1 of n copies of π¯d0 : End
1 Pd → V , restricted to V n ⊂ V ×n.
Therefore any section ψd ∈ Γ(End
1 Pd) determines a section ψ
×n−1
d of (End
1 Pd)
×V n−1, and its
restriction to V n, that we denote by ψnd ∈ Γ(End
n Pd).
As a consequence any H-reduced discrete field (qd, ψd) determines its reduced jet extension
rjd = (qd, ψ
n
d ) ∈ Γ(RJPd). We say that some admissible H-reduced discrete field (qd, ψd) is critical
for the Lagrangian ℓ¯d if the discrete Euler-Poincaré tensor (11) vanishes.
IV. Discretization and integration for hyperelastic rods
As a model for 2-dimensional discrete space V we shall use the Coxeter-Freudenthal-Kuhn (CFK)
partition of the plane [11], that has a natural generalization to higher dimensions. In the specific
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two-dimensional case, the space V 2 of facets is given by triangles β+ij = ((i, j), (i+1, j), (i+1, j+1))
and β−ij = ((i, j), (i, j+1), (i+1, j+1)) with integer values i, j ∈ Z. The space of edges V
1 contains
the sequences α1ij = ((i, j), (i+1, j)), α
2
ij = ((i, j), (i, j+1)), α
12
ij = ((i, j), (i+1, j+1)). The space
of vertices is given by V = Z2, and we denote vij = (i, j).
For any fixed immersion x : V →֒ X we may pull-back smooth bundles π : Y → X on X to
generate discrete bundles πx : Yx → V on V , where Yx = x∗Y = V ×X Y . In the case that
π : P → X is a (smooth) principal G-bundle, also πx : Px → V is a discrete principal G-bundle.
Consider the bundle of admissible rod motions π : P → R2s,t. Fixing non-negative discretization
parameters∆s > 0, ∆t > 0, we have an immersion x : (i, j) 7→ (s0+(i−j)∆s, t0+(i+j)∆t), leading
to the discrete principal bundle πx : Px → V on the set of vertices. For a discrete configuration
px ∈ Γ(Px) the value px(i,j) shall be an approximation to the configuration of slice s0+(i− j)∆s at
time t0+(i+j)∆t. Therefore configurations for i+j = k ∈ Z correspond to a discrete approximation
of the rod configuration at fixed time t0 + k∆t, and configurations for i− j = k ∈ Z correspond to
a discrete approximation of the time evolution of a fixed slice s0 + k∆s.
For each edge α ∈ V 1 we consider xα ∈ X ×X . Using the affine structure on X we shall use
∆X(xα) ∈ Txv0X the usual forward difference operator ∆X : X × X → TX determined by the
affine structure ∆X(x0, x1) =
−−→x0x1 ∈ Tx0X . For our specific choice of immersion x : V → R
2
(s,t) this
becomes:
∆X(xα
1
ij) = (∆s) ·
(
∂
∂s
)
x(i,j)
+ (∆t) ·
(
∂
∂t
)
x(i,j)
∆X(xα
2
ij) = −(∆s) ·
(
∂
∂s
)
x(i,j)
+ (∆t) ·
(
∂
∂t
)
x(i,j)
∆X(xα
12
ij ) = 2(∆t) ·
(
∂
∂t
)
x(i,j)
(14)
in this sense edges α ∈ V 1 can be associated with corresponding tangent vectors ∆X(xα) ∈ Txv0X
where v0 = π0α ∈ V . Each edge α can be seen as a discrete approximation to the tangent vectors
given in (14).
Discrete H-reduced fields (qx, ψx) ∈ Γ(V,HStrx)× Γ(V 1,End
1 Px) shall be used as approxima-
tions to smooth H-reduced fields (q(x), χ(x)) ∈ Γ(X,HStr)×Γ(X,CP). Viewing qx(i,j) as approx-
imation to q(x(i, j)) represents no problem, as both of them are on the same space HStrxvij =
HStrx(i,j). Using Γ(V
1,End1 Px) to approximate Γ(X,CP) is more complex. It requires compar-
ing elements in a nonlinear space End1 Pxα with elements in an affine subspace of T
∗X ⊗ AtP , a
linearization mechanism that we introduce next:
Proposition IV.1 For any point x ∈ X there exists a local diffeomorphism ∆At : EndPx → AtPx
from the bundle (π¯0, π¯1) : EndPx → {x} × X to the bundle dπ : AtPx → TxX, projecting to
∆X : {x} ×X → TxX, defined on a neighborhood of Idx ∈ GauPx ⊂ EndPx, whose restriction to
GauPx is the Lie group logarithm to its corresponding Lie algebra AdPx,
GauPx


//
log

EndPx
∆At

(π¯0,π¯1)
// {x} ×X
∆X

AdPx
exp
OO


// AtPx
dπ
// TxX
(15)
and whose linear approximation at Idx ∈ GauPx ⊂ EndPx = π¯
−1
0 (x) coincides with the natural
identification V π¯0 EndP ≃ π¯∗1 AtP determined by the target trivialisation (6).
PROOF:
Considering for the smooth principal bundle P the identification V π¯0 EndP ≃ π¯∗1 AtP , for the
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element Idx ∈ Gaux ⊂ EndPx we have TIdx End
1 Px ≃ AtPx, moreover, with this identification
the projection dπ¯1 : TIdx EndPx → TxX is identified with dπ : Atx → TxX . Therefore AdPx is
identified with ker dπ¯1 = TIdx GauPx. As AdPx is the Lie algebra of the Lie group GauPxv, there
is an exponential mapping exp: AdPx → GauPx, and the corresponding logarithm which has the
property that the differential at Idx is the identity mapping on TIdx GauPx = AdPx. We want to
extend this situation to elements ψ ∈ End1 Px that do not project to (x, x) (elements that don’t
belong to GauPx).
The connection χˆx : TxX → 〈σˆx, τˆx〉 ⊂ AtPx together with ∆X : {x} ×X → TxX determine a
local diffeomorphism 〈σˆx, τˆx〉 ≃ {x}×X , for which the projector dπ : 〈σˆx, τˆx〉 → TxX gets identified
with ∆X : {x} ×X → TxX (because χˆ is inverse to dπ in the space 〈σˆx, τˆx〉).
Consider now a 2-dimensional surface on EndPx passing through Idx and whose tangent space
at this point is precisely 〈σˆx, τˆx〉 ⊂ AtPx ≃ TIdx EndPx. Using the implicit function theorem, such
a surface determines a local section {x} ×X →֒ EndPx of the projector (π¯0, π¯1) and transforming
(x, x) into Idx. Composing with the previous local diffeomorphism 〈σˆx, τˆx〉 ≃ {x} ×X , we obtain
a local immersion ψx : δ ∈ 〈σˆx, τˆx〉 →֒ ψx(δ) ∈ EndPx whose differential is identified with the
inclusion 〈σˆx, τˆx〉 ⊂ AtPx and commuting with the corresponding projectors.
Combining the exponential mapping with our arbitrary choice of hypersurface, we get (δ, a) ∈
〈σˆx, τˆx〉 ⊕AdPx = AtPx 7→ ψx(δ) ◦ exp(a) ∈ End
1 Px. This is a smooth mapping, its restriction to
the subspace 〈σˆ, τˆ〉 is the immersed hypersurface chosen for End1 Px, its restriction to the subspace
AdPx is the exponential mapping. Therefore it is a local diffeomorphism transforming 0 ∈ AtPx
into Idx ∈ GauPx ⊂ EndPx, the associated tangent mapping at Idx is the identity on AtPx,
and projects as ∆−1X : TxX → {x} × X . Taking a (locally defined) inverse of this mapping in a
neighborhood of Idx we obtain ∆At with all the conditions in our statement.
The expression above simplifies the question of how to compute a difference for two elements
ψ0, ψ1 ∈ EndPx. If they share the source vertex x, we may not consider ψ1 ◦ ψ
−1
0 , that does not
have x as source. However, the linearization mechanism provided by ∆At would allow to compute
∆At(ψ1) −∆At(ψ0) ∈ AtPx and to determine the difference as the only element ψ ∈ EndPx such
that ∆At(ψ) = ∆At(ψ1)−∆At(ψ0), which is well defined if both elements do not differ much from
Idx.
Definition IV.1 We call reduced forward difference operator at a point x ∈ X any local diffeo-
morphism ∆At : EndPx → AtPx with the characteristics given in the previous proposition. Lo-
cally, for elements that are near Idx this determines ψ ∈ EndPx 7→ δ = ∆At(ψ) ∈ AtPx and
δ ∈ AtPx 7→ ψδ ∈ EndPx.
The motivation for this definition can be found in [10]. We may use such a local diffeomorphism
∆At : End
1 Pxv ≃ Atxv (or its inverse, that we call retraction mapping) to generate a section
ψx ∈ Γ(End
1 Px), from any smooth connection χ = dt⊗ τ + ds⊗ σ
Definition IV.2 For any smooth connection χ ∈ Γ(CP), we call associated discrete connection
ψx ∈ Γ(V 1,End
1 Px) the section determined by ∆At (ψxα) = 〈χ,∆X(xα)〉 for each α ∈ V 1
As each 〈χ,∆X(xα)〉 projects by dπ as ∆X(xα), using the property dπ ◦∆At = ∆X ◦ (π¯0, π¯1) we
may state that the elements ψxα defined by this formula really project by (π¯0, π¯1) into xα ∈ X×X ,
defining in this way a section ψx ∈ Γ(V 1,End
1 Px).
Taking into account (14) obtained for our specific immersion, we conclude:
∆At
(
ψxα1
ij
)
= (∆s) · σx(i,j) + (∆t) · τx(i,j)
∆At
(
ψxα2
ij
)
= −(∆s) · σx(i,j) + (∆t) · τx(i,j)
∆At
(
ψxα12
ij
)
= 2(∆t) · τx(i,j)
(16)
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In the smooth variational formulation of hyperelastic rod dynamics there is a fixed principal con-
nection χˆ ∈ Γ(CP), characterized by 〈χˆ,∂/∂s〉 = σˆ, 〈χˆ, ∂/∂t〉 = τˆ (σˆ, τˆ the sections of the Atiyah
bundle that represent the minimal kinetic and minimal strain energy). This induces a corresponding
reference discrete connection ψˆx ∈ Γ(End
1 Px) defined by:
∆At(ψˆxα1
ij
) = (∆s) · σˆx(i,j) + (∆t) · τˆx(i,j)
∆At(ψˆxα2
ij
) = −(∆s) · σˆx(i,j) + (∆t) · τˆx(i,j)
∆At(ψˆxα12
ij
) = 2(∆t) · τˆx(i,j)
Using this reference discrete connection, the remaining ones have a simpler description:
Definition IV.3 For any reference discrete connection ψˆ ∈ Γ(End1 Px) we call linearization of
any other discrete connection ψ ∈ Γ(End1 Px) with respect to ψˆ the section δ ∈ Γ(V 1, π∗0 AdPx)
determined by δxα = ∆At(ψxα)−∆At(ψˆxα)
In our particular case
δxα1
ij
= ∆At(ψxα1
ij
)− (∆s) · σˆx(i,j) − (∆t) · τˆx(i,j)
δxα2
ij
= ∆At(ψxα2
ij
) + (∆s) · σˆx(i,j) − (∆t) · τˆx(i,j)
δxα12
ij
= ∆At(ψxα12
ij
)− 2(∆t) · τˆx(i,j)
(17)
With these expressions, the values δˆxα associated to the reference discrete connection ψˆ described
in (16) are clearly δxα = 0 at each edge.
As ψxα projects into xα, in (17) we are substracting elements that project into ∆X(xα), this
leads to a section δ ∈ Γ(V 1, π∗0 AdPx). Conversely, any such section, determines ∆At(ψxα) for
each α ∈ V 1 and using the retraction ∆−1At , determines a section ψ ∈ Γ(End
1 Px). The H-reduced
discrete Lagrangian for a hyperelastic rod is given by (9). We may observe also from (17) and (16)
that:
σx(i,j) − σˆx(i,j) =
δxα12
ij
− 2δxα2
ij
2∆s
=
−δxα12
ij
+ 2δxα1
ij
2∆s
τx(i,j) − τˆx(i,j) =
δxα12
ij
2∆t
For any facet β = (v0, v1, v2) ∈ V 2 the edge (v0, v1) ∈ V 1 is one of the form α1ij or α
2
ij , and the
edge (v0, v2) is one of the form α
12
ij . In any of the two cases the formulas above allow to determine
the difference τ − τˆ or σ− σˆ (used in the smooth H-reduced Lagrangian ℓ¯), at all the points x(i, j).
Therefore considering (9) we arrive to the following:
Definition IV.4 We call linearized H-reduced discrete rod motion any pair pair of discrete fields
(qx, δx) ∈ Γ(HStrx)×Γ(V 1, π∗0 AdPx). For any β ∈ V
2 we call hyperelastic Lagrangian for linearized
H-reduced rod motions, the following:
ℓ¯xβ(qxv0 , δxv0v1 , δxv0v2) =
1
2
∥∥∥∥δxv0v22∆t
∥∥∥∥
2
K
∆s∆t−
1
2
∥∥∥∥δxv0v2 − 2δxv0v12∆s
∥∥∥∥
2
W
∆s∆t+ ω(qxv0)∆s∆t =
=
1
4∆s∆t
(
1
2
(∆s)2 ‖δxv0v2‖
2
K −
1
2
(∆t)2 ‖δxv0v2 − 2δxv0v1‖
2
W + 4ω(qxv0)(∆s)
2(∆t)2
)
This hyperelastic Lagrangian determines a discrete action functional, for any choice of a finite
domain K ⊂ V 2:
LK(qx, δx) =
∑
β∈K
ℓ¯xβ(qxβ , δxβ)
where qxβ, δxβ are the obvious extensions to any facet β ∈ X2 of qx ∈ Γ(V,HStrx), δx ∈ Γ(V 1, π∗0 AdPx)
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We observe that the identification of linearized objects with nonlinearized H-reduced objects deter-
mined by ∆At and its local inverse shows that this discrete Lagrangian determines an H-reduced
discrete Lagrangian on the bundle RJPx. This H-reduced discrete Lagrangian on RJPx also de-
termines an H-invariant discrete Lagrangian on the discrete jet bundle JPx. In this case the action
functional determines a variational principle, and critical sections p ∈ Γ(Px) are characterized by
discrete Euler-Lagrange equations (10). Moreover, solutions of these equations satisfy conservation
laws as described in Theorem III.1. To impose these equations for a (non-reduced) discrete field
is equivalent to impose that the corresponding H-reduced discrete field (qx, ψx) satisfies the corre-
sponding discrete Euler-Poincaré equations (11), together with the conditions of discrete flatness
(12) and parallelism (13).
Definition IV.5 We say a linearized H-reduced discrete rod motion any pair of sections (qx, δx) ∈
Γ(HStrx)×Γ(V 1, π∗0 AdPx) is admissible if its associated H-reduced discrete field (qx, ψx) satisfies
the corresponding conditions of discrete flatness (12) and parallelism (13).
Conditions (12) and (13) are simple to express in terms of discrete H-reduced fields (q, ψ). On
the other hand the specific expression of the discrete Lagrangian in terms of (qx, ψx) ∈ Γ(HStrx)×
Γ(End1 Px) or in terms of px ∈ Γ(Px) is complicated and strongly depends on the particular choice of
∆At. Moreover, for these fields the specific form of discrete Euler-Lagrange equations (10) or Euler-
Poincaré equations (11) imply the addition of several partial derivatives of the discrete Lagrangian,
which makes the local coordinate expressions almost impossible to explore.
Working in linearized coordinates the integration of the Euler-Poincaré equations becomes much
simpler. First of all, suppose that all components qxv, δxα of the linearized H-reduced discrete field
(qx, δx) ∈ Γ(HStrx) × Γ(V 1, π∗0 AdPx) are known at vertices and edges contained in the semi-
space i + j ≤ k. For any new vertex v2 = (i1, j1) with i1 + j1 = k + 1, Euler-Poincaré equation
associated to ℓ¯xβ at v0 = (i1 − 1, j1 − 1) = (i0, j0) depends on several H-structure and linearized
connection parameters, all of them known, except for a single one δxv0v2 . In fact in its trivialized
(Ad∗ Px-valued) form Euler-Poincaré equation has a component in Ad
∗ Pxv0 that reads as:
2(∆s)2K(δxv0v2)− (∆t)
2W (δxv0v2 − 2δxv0v1)− (∆t)
2W (δxv0v2 − 2δxv0v¯1) = known terms (18)
where v1 = v0 + (1, 0), v¯1 = v0 + (0, 1), v2 = v0 + (1, 1), and known terms refer to elements that
depend on δxα and qxv for vertices and edges v, α contained in the semi-space i + j ≤ k. The
specific expression involves, however the transformation with Ad∗ψ of several elements of the form
K(δ),W (δ) ∈ Ad∗ P , and its addition.
Remark IV.1 As indicated in Remark III.1 discretization methods of smooth lagrangians in me-
chanics rely on the choice of a quadrature rule and a certain numerical scheme for ordinary dif-
ferential equations. In geometric mechanics on Lie groups lagrangian densities can be trivialised
to the form ℓ(t, g, χ) with χ = g−1g˙ ∈ LieG. In the discretization procedure one uses the expo-
nential mapping or any other retraction mapping τ : LieG→ G (with d0τ = IdLieG) to generate a
Lie-algebra element χ0 =
τ−1(g−10 g1)
t1−t0
for any pair of configurations (t0, g0), (t1, g1) on R×G. This
element χ0 ∈ LieG is considered a good approximation to g−1g˙(t0) if g0, g1 are considered good ap-
proximations to g(t0), g(t1) for some smooth trajectory g(t), because for any smooth trajectory g(t)
and using g1 = g(t1), g0 = g(t0) in the limit t1 → t0, the Lie algebra element χ0(t0, g(t0), t1, g(t1))
converges to the element g−1g˙(t0) determined at t0 by the smooth trajectory χ(t) = g
−1g˙(t).
Therefore ℓ(t0, g0, χ0(t0, g0, t1, g1))·(t1−t0) is considered a good approximation to
∫ t1
t0
ℓ(t, g(t), χ(t))dt.
To compute the error of this approximation, we only need to observe that we applied the rectan-
gle quadrature rule
∫ t1
t0
f(t)dt ≃ f(t0) · (t1 − t0) at t0 for the integration in the interval [t0, t1] to
obtain ℓ(t0, g(t0), χ(t0))(t1 − t0) ≃
∫ t1
t0
ℓ(t, g(t), χ(t))dt, and the substitution of approximate values
g(t0) ≃ g0, g−1g˙(t0) ≃ χ0. In the case described above the choice of retraction mapping τ can
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be seen as a one-step numerical scheme that allows to recover g1 from initial conditions (g0, χ0),
solving for time t1 the ordinary differential equation g
−1g˙ = χ with initial conditions g(t0) = g0,
g−1g˙(t0) = χ0. The choice of the discrete Lagrangian ℓ(t0, g0, χ0) · (t1 − t0) arises then from a
choice of a rectangle quadrature rule to compute integrals on [t0, t1] and a numerical scheme (de-
termined by the choice of a retraction mapping τ) to solve differential equation g−1g˙ = χ. This
simple scheme has been used as foundation and extended to include more complex quadrature rules
with several nodes [35] or higher order lagrangians. This general structure of discretization allows
to translate existing theoretical results and techniques in approximation theory, and simplifies the
numerical analysis of time-integration methods for a large family of variational integrators.
Transferring these ideas to discrete (reduced) field theories, our method to discretize the La-
grangian density of a field theory (definition IV.4) is based on [10] (see Definition 5.12 and 8.3
in this reference). It relies on a generalization for principal bundles of the notion of retraction
mapping for Lie groups. This generalization is the notion of reduced forward difference operator
∆At given in definition IV.1, which fixes, for any facet β ∈ V n, a one-to-one correspondence (see
[10]) between elements in the reduced jet space RJPxβ, and elements (qx0 , χx0) ∈ HStrx0 × CPx0
for x0 = π0(xβ). The second main ingredient is a very simple cubature rule for a simplicial domain,
namely the action functional
∫
[xβ] ℓ(x, q(x), χ(x))volX on a simplicial domain [xβ] ⊂ X with ver-
tices xβ ∈ Xn is approximated taking the value of the lagrangian ℓ(x0, q(x0), χ(x0)) at a given point
x0 = π0(xβ) = xv0 ∈ X, multiplied with the volume of the simplicial domain
∫
[xβ] volX . These ap-
proximations generate the smooth lagrangian density when one considers the limit case with ∆s,∆t
tending to 0. However this cubature rule is not essential, and the hyperelastic Lagrangian for lin-
earized H-reduced rod motions described in definition IV.4 using a cubature rule on triangles, with
a single node, could be changed by other alternative cubature rules on simplicial domains, that may
have higher order of precision. In this regard, due to our simplicial choice of discrete space, we
may consider different Newton-Cotes cubature rules on principal lattices, which are described by
Nicolaides [42], and much studied in the literature (see references in [25]), with known precision
order.
The important aspect now is that Euler-Poincaré equations (18) implicitly determine ψxv0v2 ,
normally in a non-linear way. However working with the linearized field δ, assuming that (∆s)2K−
(∆t)2W is non-degenerate, the element δxv0v2 is obtained solving a system of linear equations (we
get a particular simple case of implicit equations). Taking into account that K is positive-definite,
this can always be solved in a unique way, as long as the ratio ∆s/∆t does not lie in a finite set of
critical values that would make (∆s)2K − (∆t)2W degenerate.
Having obtained δxv0v2 , equations (17) and the inverse morphism ∆
−1
At can be used to generate
ψxv0v2 . The parallelism condition qxv0ψxv0v2 = qxv2 (13) determines the H-structure component
at xv2. The flatness condition ψxv0v1ψxv1v2 = ψxv0v2 (12) determines then the discrete connection
component ψxv1v2 which, using ∆At, allows to compute δxv1v2 .
The application of the previous steps allows to recover all discrete H-structure and connection
components at vertices and edges on the semi-space i + j ≤ k + 1, whenever we know these
components on the semi-space i + j ≤ k. We may observe that the transition from i + j ≤ k to
i+ j ≤ k + 1 corresponds to the recovery or a discrete rod configuration at time t+ δt if we know
the configurations in time t and in previous times.
V. Conclusion
In the different sections we presented the geometrical formulation of hyperelastic rod theory. This
formulation led us to the study of variational principles in principal G-bundles, how these fields can
be trivialized using the bundle of principal connections, and for the case of Lagrangians that admit
a subgroup H ⊆ G of symmetries, we showed that the corresponding reduced fields can be used to
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describe the dynamics of the rod. In this case the relevant equations are not the vanishing of Euler-
Lagrange tensor, but the vanishing of Euler-Poincaré tensor, together with certain compatibility
conditions (parallelism of the H-structure and flatness of the connection).
With this background, we explored the possibility to give a formulation of all the needed geomet-
rical tools in a discrete setting. The first relevant choice is the consideration of abstract simplicial
complexes as discrete base manifold. In this case most of the geometrical ideas needed for a varia-
tional theory are determined from this topological choice, and no additional tool seems necessary.
The whole variational theory for the reduction of variational principles in principal G-bundles can
be formulated then in a discrete setting.
Finally, we found two tools needed to discretise a smooth variational principle to generate a
discrete one. Firstly, a simple immersion x of vertices from a simplicial complex into the base
manifold of the smooth theory. Secondly the reduced forward difference operator ∆At, that allows
to linearize elements of the Ehresmann groupoid as elements of the Atiyah vector bundle. We
show that this tool can be used to formulate discrete variational principles related to the smooth
variational principle of the hyperelastic rod dynamics. We also show that with our particular choice
of discrete space and discretized Lagrangian, the problem of computing solutions of the discrete
Euler-Poincaré equation can be performed, obtaining discrete solutions that have corresponding
Noether current conservation properties. With non-geometrical tools, Euler-Poincaré equations
could be discretized, becoming nonlinear implicit equations that could be solved in approximate
way using some iterative method. However small errors in the solution of the implicit equations,
with these techniques do not warrant that some associated Noether current is conserved. Even
though the conceptual machinery was considerable, the computational cost for solving the final
equations is really low: There appear no implicit equations except for a single system of linear
equations, always with the same coefficients (∆s)2K − (∆t)2W . The main object ∆At and its
inverse may be chosen almost arbitrarily, reducing in this way its computational cost.
From this point, two main tasks arise: In a particular case, like this discrete hyperelastic rod
model, how do these techniques behave from a numerical point of view with respect to other tech-
niques that have a similar computational cost, in this kind of problem? Such a study is amenable
to techniques similar to those performed in geometric mechanics on Lie groups, reducing the anal-
ysis to convenient choices of a cubature rule and a “retraction mapping” (here a reduced forward
difference operator). As indicated in remark IV.1 the foundations are laid for the introduction of
new cubature rules (with more than one node) on simplicial domains (see for example [25]). In the
same manner as retraction mappings are used to approximate frame-independent representation
of velocities on Lie groups, a choice of reduced forward difference operator ∆At can be used to
approximate jets or reduced jets (principal connections) in field theories on principal bundles. The
combined analysis of precision degree for the cubature rule on a simplex and of precision degree
for the reduced forward difference operator should determine error bounds for the smooth action
functional on a critical field, on a simplicial domain, with respect to the discrete action functional
on the values of this section at the vertices of that simplicial domain. These error bounds would
then lead to error bounds when we compare the exact discrete lagrangian, with the discretised
lagrangian obtained with an specific cubature rule and ∆At.
A second question is, for the general case of variational principles in principal bundles, can we
introduce alternative elements in the theory that lead to a more faithful discrete representation of the
smooth variational principle? That is, how do our choices of discrete space (simplicial complex),
cubature rule, and reduced forward difference operator influence corresponding error bounds for
euler-lagrange equations, conserved quantities, and critical fields for the corresponding discrete and
smooth formalisms?
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